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and it ib still, especially in the Roman Catho-
lic Church, paid peculiar honors.
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St. Andrews     Latin
The cross on which Christ died consisted
of a long- upiight and a shorter crosspiece;
the latter listened
on at right angles.
This form is the so-
called Latin cross.
The Greek cross,
represented by the
cross of Saint
George, has four
arms of almost the
same length, forming
four right angles; in
Saint Andrew's cross
the arms cross
obliquely. These two
CROSSES
forms are blended together in the British
Union Jack. Another form is the Maltese
cross, with eight pointed ends.
CROSS, mary atxn or marian. See
eliot, george.
CROSS'BILL, a species of finch. The two
mandibles are so strongly curved that the
upper crosses the lower one when the bill is
closed. These crossed bills are used with
great power to tear pine cones to pieces for
the seed which they contain. The crossbills
can tear wood readily and soon destroy a
wooden cage if confined in it. The male is
reddish in color,'and the female is of a yel-
lowish-green. But few species are known in
the United States, and these are confined al-
most wholly to the pine forests. One fanciful
legend says that the bill of the bird was
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AMERICAN CROSSBILL.
in trying to draw the nails from the
Aands of Christ when He was crucified*
CROSS PERTILIZA'TXOISr,  fertilization
by which the pollen from,-the stamens of one
 plant is conveyed to the pistils of another.
This is accomplished by the agency of wind
and water and by the aid of insects or birds.
The effect of this process is that better seeds,
that is, those which produce stronger and
more fruitful plants, are produced. Botan-
ists have found many special adaptations by
means of which cross fertilization is effected.
If, for instance, the anther and stigmas be-
come mature at different times on the same
plant, it is clear that the stigma can be ferti-
lized only by the pollen of another plant; if
the stigma and anthers are so placed that the
pollen cannot fall on the stigma, it may fall
on some insect which will carry it to another
flower; again, in case the stigmas are borne
on one plant and the pistils on another, the
wind or some other agency must carry the
pollen. More complex modes are also com-
mon. The stamens of the barberry are very
sensitive and when touched by an insect,
throw the pollen upon the pistil. Some plants,
such as mints, are provided with levers, by
means of which the pistil is thrust forward
upon the insect previously dusted by the
pollen. The pollen is sticky in some plants
and adheres to the tongue of the insect. Some
plants, like the orchids, are provided with
traps, which catch the insects by the limbs
and thus force them to scatter the pollen.
Birds, as well as insects, aid flowers in
distributing their pollen. Birds that feed on
the nectar become dusted with pollen, which
in their passage they scatter upon other pis-
tils. Hummingbirds are especially active in
performing this service.
The term cross fertilization is also used in
a general sense and applied in the eases of
animals and the human race. A limited
amount of cross fertilization, if the environ-
ment and other conditions are only slightly
changed, is beneficial, but crosses between
individuals which are too different in con-
stitution and habits are usually detrimental.
Mingling of species too closely related is also
usually to the disadvantage of the offspring.
CBO'TOIT, a genus of plants, either herbs,
shrubs or trees, which are widely distributed
and bear rather small flowers in terminal
clusters. Many species are aromatic, and
rich perfumes are made from some, while
others yield important medicines. The
species which grow in the United States are
not especially valuable, bnt the seeds of a
species found in the Philippines yield a
powerful oil) prescribed for constipation.

